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Now, the text tells us that the potion will last “two and forty hours” (IV.i.105), but 
remember that the texts come not from the hand of the playwright, but rather the 
recollections of actors and stage managers. And as we know from the “Bad” Quarto (which 
tells us that Benvolio dies in the play), these recollections are guesses. Suppose this 
conjectured recollection of the Friar’s line is incorrect, and it is not “two and forty” but 
rather “four and twenty” hours. �e change doesn’t a�ect the scansion. �e concept of 24 
hours �ts better into the time motif of the play (it is, a�er all, a unit of time all by itself: a 
day). But there’s another reason for the switch: “two and forty” just doesn’t work.

If Juliet takes a 42-hour potion between 7pm and 2am (as the “now near 
night”/ “three o’clock” timeframe allows), she would awaken between 
1pm and 8pm, nowhere near dark nor morning. With a 24-hour 
potion, however, a 2am potion-taking would result in a 2am wake-up, 
perfectly in line with the events at the end of the play. Twenty-four 
hours also allows for a round trip to Mantua...
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Juliet is his father’s only surviving child (”Earth hath swallowed all (his) hopes 
but (Juliet); // She is the hopeful lady of his earth”

Do the math: there was an earlier Lady Capulet!
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At the end of the play, 
there is

person missing 
(where’s Benvolio?) 
and

deaths per family, 
but there are

families, not just “two households”
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act twoact one act three act four act �ve

WEDTUESSUN MON THURS

“new struck nine”
(1.1.160)

“Give me a torch.”
(1.4.11)

“Come, we burn daylight, ho!”
“Nay, that’s not so.”
(1.4.43-4)

“It waxes late; 
I’ll to my rest.”
(1.5.127-8)

“the mask of night”
(2.2.85)

“gray-eyed
morn”
(2.3.1)

Nurse meets Romeo
(2.4.116)

“What o’clock tomorrow...”
“By the hour of nine.”
(2.2.168-9)

“twelve”
(2.5.10) “these

hot
days”
(3.1.4)

“Come, gentle night”
(3.2.20)

“this morning”
(5.3.305)“this

three 
hours”
(5.2.24)

“I would have been abed an 
hour ago.”
(3.4.7)
“What day is this?”  “Monday.”
(3.4.18)

“More light and 
light it grows.”
(3.5.35)

“now near night”
(4.2.39)

“three 
o’clock”
(4.4.4)

“morning’s
face”
(4.5.41)
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The Triangle
of Death!


